Monday October 1

1:45 AM Ofc. Lopez – Assist Atascosa EMS
Officer responded to 19200 Blk. of Blume Dr. to assist Atascosa EMS with a female having chest pains.

7:04 AM Chief Priest – Business Alarm
Officer responded to Morales Feed and Seed (19700 Blk. of IH 35) for a report of an alarm.

10:01 AM Sgt Hanson – Vehicle Crash
Officer responded to HEB Plus for a minor vehicle crash. No injuries were reported.

07:05 AM Sgt Hanson – Civil Matter
Officer responded to the Days Inn for a civil matter.

08:35 PM Sgt Hanson – Missing Juvenile
Officer responded to the 18000 Blk of FM 2790 for a report of a missing juvenile. The juvenile was later located near the Lytle High School.

Tuesday October 2

7:45 AM Sgt Hanson – Vehicle Lockout
Officer responded to Bruce Street to unlock a vehicle.

10:30 AM Capt. Reyes – Assist Public
Officer responded to Lytle-Somerset Street to secure a gate at a residence.

10:30 AM Capt. Reyes – Vehicle Lockout
Officer responded to the 14600 Blk. of Main to unlock a vehicle.

11:40 AM Chief Priest / Capt. Reyes /Sgt Hanson – Funeral Escort
Officer(s) provided a funeral escort from United Methodist Church to the Masonic Cemetery.
1:53 PM  Capt. Reyes – Lost/Missing Dog
Officer responded to the IH 35 S. Access Road for a report of a lost/missing dog.

4:10 PM  Capt. Reyes – Suspicious Vehicle
Officer responded to Lake Shore Drive for a report of a suspicious vehicle in the area.

5:30 PM  Capt. Reyes – Theft (old Tri-County Dialysis Building)
Officer responded to the 14800 Blk. of Main Street for a theft report. Unknown suspect(s) stole 3 A/C condensing units from the property.

7:10 PM  Capt. Reyes – Hit & Run Accident.
Officer responded to the HEB Plus for an unattended parked vehicle that was struck by a unknown vehicle that left the scene.

8:35 PM  Capt. Reyes – Suspicious Person
Officer responded to Days Inn for an unknown person who knocked on a door then ran off before the occupant could answer the door.

9:00 PM  Capt. Reyes – Intoxicated Driver
Officer responded to the 19500 Blk. of McDonald St for a possible intoxicated driver.

9:00 PM  Ofc. Lopez – Suspicious Person
Officer responded to the HEB Plus for a report of a customer acting suspiciously. The customer was issued a trespass warning.

11:45PM  Ofc. Lopez – Suspicious Person
Officer responded to the HEB Plus for a suspicious vehicle in the parking lot.
**Wednesday October 3**

6:00 PM  Ofc. Lopez – Natural Death  
Officer responded to the Lytle Nursing Home for a natural death. Eva Jackson (88) was pronounced deceased at 5:30 AM.

12:40 PM  Capt. Reyes – Vehicle Lockout  
Officer responded to the 14600 Blk. of Main to unlock a vehicle.

1:53 PM  Capt. Reyes – Assist Motorist  
Officer assisted a motorist that broke down in the parking lot of Bealls.

5:09 PM  Lt. Dear – Identity Theft  
Complainant reported unauthorized use of her credit card info to make purchases in the state of Illinois.

5:44 PM  Lt. Dear – Case Follow Up  
Officer conducted a follow up a previously reported assault case.

**Thursday October 4**

10:48 AM  Capt. Reyes – Assist EMS / Lytle VFD  
Officer responded to the 15500 Blk. of Main Street and assisted Lytle EMS with a patient.

12:45 PM  Capt. Reyes – Traffic Hazard  
Officer responded to IH 35 North a report of a tire in the roadway.

12:00 PM  Chief Priest – Vehicle Unlock  
Officer responded to the HEB C Store for a vehicle lockout.

1:24 PM  Capt. Reyes / Chief Priest – Suspicious Person  
Officers responded to the 15300 Blk. of Railroad for a suspicious male standing near the railroad tracks.

12:45 PM  Capt. Reyes – Assist Agency  
Assisted Atascosa County Sheriff’s Office with a disturbance on Naegelin Road.
**Friday October 5**

**12:31 AM**  Sgt. Hanson – Curfew Violation
Officer conducted traffic stop and discovered a juvenile passenger was in violation of curfew ordinance. The juvenile was released to their parent.

**3:28 AM**  Sgt. Hanson – Assist Motorist
Officer assisted a disabled motorist on N. Prairie St @ FM 2790 N.

**8:30 AM**  Capt. Reyes – Reckless Driver
Report of vehicles disregarding stop lights when school children are discharged from the school bus on Main Street in the afternoon. Extra patrol requested.

**12:00 PM**  Capt. Reyes – Traffic Control
Officer provided traffic control while children crossed the street on N. Prairie st..

**12:28 PM**  Chief Priest / Capt. Reyes – Residential Alarm
Officers responded to CR 6710 for an activated burglar alarm.

**6:00 PM**  Capt. Reyes – Found Wallet
A wallet found on the IH 35 N. Access was turned into the police department.

**6:50 PM**  Capt. Reyes – Talk To Ofc
Report of a lost/stolen cell phone on the 18000 Blk. of FM 2790 N.

**7:10 PM**  Capt. Reyes – Civil Matter
Report of a civil matter involving child custody.

**8:25 PM**  Capt. Reyes – Vehicle Lockout
Officer responded to 19561 McDonald Street to unlock a vehicle.
Saturday October 6

3:00 AM  Sgt. Hanson – Suspicious Vehicle
Officer responded to 20000 Blk. of IH 35 S. for a suspicious vehicle.

10:30 AM  Chief Priest – Returned Found Property
A wallet found on 09/05/18 was returned to the owner.

1:37 PM  Chief Priest – Assist EMS
Responded to 18000 Blk. Wisdom Rd. and assisted Lytle EMS with a patient.

3:53 PM  Chief Priest – Vehicle Unlock
Responded to H-E-B Plus to unlock a vehicle.

4:00 PM  Chief Priest – Parking Complaint
Responded to Little Caesars for a handicap parking violation.

7:36 PM  Chief Priest – Assist EMS
Responded to Harbour Street for activated medical alert. It turned out to be a false report.

8:32 PM  Sgt. Hanson – Traffic Collision
Officer responded to the police department for an accident report. The complainant was referred to Bexar County Sheriff’s Department since it occurred in their jurisdiction.

9:32 PM  Sgt. Hanson – Welfare Check
Officer responded to the 15000 Blk. of Mesquite Street for a welfare check on children. The children were picked up by a family member. The case will be referred to the Texas Department of Family and Protective Services.

9:49 PM  Sgt. Hanson – Loud Music
Officer responded to the 19000 Blk. of Bruce Street for loud music.

9:54 PM  Sgt. Hanson – Business Alarm
Officer responded to NAPA for an activated burglar alarm.
Sunday October 7

12:10 AM   Sgt. Hanson – Business Alarm
Officer responded to Bill Miller BBQ for an activated burglar alarm.

2:18 AM    Sgt. Hanson – Possession Drug Paraphernalia
Officer conducted a traffic stop on Main @ N. Prairie St. The driver, Clayton David Aldridge, 17 years old was allegedly found to be in possession of drug paraphernalia. C. Aldridge was cited and released for Possession of Drug Paraphernalia.

4:10 AM    Sgt. Hanson – Suspicious Person
While on patrol observed 3 suspicious pedestrians walking on the 18000 Blk. of Wisdom Road. Officer conducted a field contact and determined everything was okay.

9:05 AM    Capt. Reyes – Talk to Ofc
Officer received a report of missing relative whose last known location was in Bexar County. The Complainant was referred to the Law Enforcement agency having jurisdiction.

9:30 AM    Capt. Reyes – Burglary of a Vehicle
Officer responded to the 16000 Blk. of Lake Shore Dr. for a report of an attempted vehicle burglary. The unknown suspect was unable to make entry (the vehicle was locked). The suspect dropped a driver’s license that was taken during another vehicle burglary.

10:00 AM   Capt. Reyes – Burglary of a Vehicle
Officer responded to the 17000 Blk. of Rocky Circle for a report of an attempted vehicle burglary. Entry was made into the unlocked vehicle but nothing was stolen.

10:10 AM   Capt. Reyes – Burglary of a Vehicle
Officer responded to the 17000 Blk. of Ethan’s Crossing for a burglary of a vehicle report. Unknown person(s) entered an unlocked vehicle and a stole digital camera, Garmin GPS, debit Card and a driver’s license. The driver’s was later recovered on the 16000 Blk. of Lake Shore Drive.

10:30 AM   Capt. Reyes – Burglary of a Vehicle
Officer responded to the 16000 Blk. of Lake Shore Dr. for a burglary of a vehicle report. Unknown suspect(s) entered an unlocked vehicle and stole 2 shotguns and 2 cordless drills.
3:23 PM  Capt. Reyes – Domestic Violence
Officer responded to the 19800 Blk. of Bruce Street for an alleged family violence assault. Case under investigation.

5:05 PM  Capt. Reyes – Suspicious Person
Officer responded to the 19100 Blk. of First Street for welfare check on a male individual acting suspicious.

5:46 PM  Capt. Reyes – Civil Matter
Officer responded to the 18000 Blk. of Bruce Street for a civil matter.

7:35 PM  Capt. Reyes – Verbal Disturbance
Officer responded to the HEB Plus parking lot for a verbal disturbance between a pedestrian and a passing motorist. The suspect vehicle departed prior to the officer’s arrival.

8:22 PM  Sgt. Hanson – Assist Motorist
Officer assisted a disabled motorist with changing a flat tire on N. Prairies @ FM 2790 N.

08:44 AM  Capt. Reyes – Burglary of a Vehicle
Officer responded to the 16000 Blk. of Lake Shore Drive for a burglary of a vehicle report. Unknown person(s) entered a vehicle and stole a pair of sunglasses and music CDs.

9:10 PM  Sgt. Hanson – Civil Matter
Officer responded to the police department for a report of a civil matter.

11:35 PM  Sgt. Hanson – Courtesy Ride
Officer gave a pedestrian a courtesy ride from the IH 35 N to his residence.